Designing protein sequences that can fold into a given structure is a well-known inverse proteinfolding problem. One important characteristic to attain for a protein design program is the ability to recover wild-type sequences given their native backbone structures. The highest average sequence identity accuracy achieved by current protein-design programs in this problem is around 30%, achieved by our previous system, SPIN. SPIN is a program that predicts sequences compatible with a provided structure using a neural network with fragment-based local and energy-based nonlocal profiles. Our new model, SPIN2, uses a deep neural network and additional structural features to improve on SPIN. SPIN2 achieves over 34% in sequence recovery in 10-fold crossvalidation and independent tests, a 4% improvement over the previous version. The sequence profiles generated from SPIN2 are expected to be useful for improving existing fold recognition and protein design techniques. SPIN2 is available at http://sparks-lab.org.
| I N TR ODU C TI ON
Proteins consist of any combination of 20 amino acid residues, which provides a vast sequence space. For a protein sequence of 100 amino acids, the number of possible sequences is astronomically large: 20 100 or 2 3 10 130 , a number larger than the number of atoms in the universe. The majority of these artificial sequences do not have welldefined structures, including many biologically active proteins (intrinsically disordered or unstructured proteins). 1 For proteins with structures, Anfinsen's dogma states that their folded shapes are determined through their primary sequence. 2 Thus, it must also be possible to analyze this inversely, in that a protein's sequence can be deduced by analyzing its native structure. From this we can begin to explore the possibility of tailor-making proteins to fit a desired structure and function.
Many protein design programs have been designed based on this dogma. A typical program starts from a target backbone structure and a random sequence. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Random mutations to the sequence are coupled with a global energy minimization technique to search for sequences with the lowest energy. More sophisticated methods account for backbone flexibility in protein design. [8] [9] [10] Nevertheless, key to the success of any of these models is an accurate energy function. 11 However, existing energy functions for protein design are not yet sufficiently accurate, 11, 12 although recent progress has been made. 13, 14 The effect of an insufficient energy function can be seen in the accuracies of current systems. One important measure for the quality 15 was subsequently improved using neural-networks trained on local fragment-derived and nonlocal energy-based profiles for SPIN. 16 The sequence recovery increased from 24% for the fragment-based technique to 30% for SPIN. Here, we develop SPIN2 by employing additional features and a deep-learning neural network.
The average sequence recovery reaches >34%, comparable or better than existing top-performing protein design programs.
| M A TE RI A L S A ND M E TH ODS

| Datasets
We used the same benchmark that was established for developing the SPIN program. 16 This data set consists of 2032 proteins with resolutions better than 3.0 Å, and pairwise sequence identity <30%. The set was further randomly divided into a training set (1532 proteins) and a test set (500 proteins) labeled TR1532 and TS500, respectively. Structural fragments for generating fragment-derived sequence profiles are from a completely independent template library of 2282 proteins (TL2282) with <30% sequence identity to TR1532 and TS500. 
| Previously-employed features
| New nonlocal features employed
We calculated contact numbers, defined as the number of neighboring alpha carbons, between 5 and 20 Å in 1 Å steps from a given Ca atom.
This feature provides information about the local density at specific positions and measures how deeply a position is buried. The distancedependent contact number at each distance bin was obtained, providing 16 features. In addition, we also obtained two distances within a single residue (intra-residue distances) of NAO and CaAO, and 30
inter-residue atomic distances between the four main-chain atoms of the current and two nearest neighboring residues (eg, N i-1 AN i , as we found that additional neighboring information did not further improve our results with the classifier used.
| Deep neural network
This study employed a Deep Neural Network (DNN). DNN's are fullyconnected artificial neural networks with three or more hidden layers.
In this study, we employed a network with three hidden layers with 500 sigmoided nodes each (Figure 1 ). The output layer had 20 softmax nodes representing the 20 types of amino acid residues. The network was developed in Matlab using the DeepLearnToolbox. 20 Using several hidden layers enables our model to create several layers of data abstraction (or representation) necessary to effectively model complex underlying relationships in the input data. This layer depth is what enables our model to truly utilize deep learning, one of the most powerful learning tools in the literature. 21 However, with each additional hidden layer, the computational complexity of training larger and larger models requires much larger amounts of input data.
Thus, three hidden layers have been empirically chosen as good compromise between high-level feature abstraction and limited input data.
In this study, neuron weights in the DNN were initialized using stacked sparse auto-encoders. An auto-encoder is a neural network pretraining method which trains a layer of hidden units to replicate the input, in order to obtain an effective initialization of the neural network weights. We also employed a sparsity penalty to prevent the network learning of the identity function. 22 Stacked auto-encoders simply train each hidden layer in the network using individual auto-encoders, with each auto-encoder using all of the pretrained weights of the previous layers' auto-encoders. Following initialization of all hidden layers, back-propagation was used to fine-tune the network from the training set TR1532.
In addition to initialization of the network weights, L2 regularization was employed to prevent overfitting of the training data and to improve generalization of the network. Increasing the depth of a neural network often leads to overfitting, so regularization is key to obtaining a general and meaningful output for unseen input data. When employed in iterative training methods, L2 regularization has the effect of proportionally reducing each weight toward zero at every update. It is thus commonly referred to as a shrinking factor.
| Evaluation
To study the effectiveness and generality of our proposed technique, this study adopted two evaluation methods. First, 10-fold cross-validation was used for training. We applied 10-fold cross-validation by randomly dividing the TR1532 train set into ten different subsets and using nine of these subsets as training data and the remaining subset in testing. This was repeated ten times for a given model, such that all ten subsets were used exactly once for testing. The combined results formed the final training accuracy. These cross-validation scores were then used to select a final model, which was subsequently trained on the entirety of the TR1532 set and tested on the independent test set (TS500). The robustness of this method in avoiding overfitting was confirmed by the similarity between the cross-validation and independent test set scores. Table 1 compares the performance of SPIN2 (this work) and the previous SPIN method. There is an overall 4% improvement from SPIN to SPIN2 in sequence recovery of wild-type sequences for both 10-fold cross-validation and the independent test set. The performance increase between SPIN and SPIN2 for TS500 obtains a P values of <1 3 10 10 based on a confidence interval of 99%, rejecting the null hypothesis. 23 The consistency between 10-fold cross-validation and the independent test set confirms the robustness of the method. For the top-two match (matching wild-type sequence to one of the toptwo predicted residue types) there is a 5.3% improvement.
| RE SUL TS A ND D I SCUSSION
To determine the source of the improvements, we investigated the effectiveness of each of the employed feature groups on the achieved results. Table 2 examines the importance of each feature group after excluding them one-by-one. Energy-based profiles developed for SPIN made the highest contribution, followed by local distances between the main atoms of the current and neighboring residues (inter-residue distances), then fragment-based profiles, and finally contact numbers.
Contact numbers did contribute the least to the overall accuracy, but still improved them marginally. Interestingly, local distances contributed more information than angles in determining the sequences of the proteins. precision (65% of amino acids) or recovery (75% of amino acids). We note that glycine and proline have the highest recovery rates and precision, compared to all other residue types. This is understandable because glycine does not have side-chain and it can visit backbone angles that are not reachable by other amino acids due to steric constraints. On the other hand, the cyclic structure of proline side-chain limits the backbone / angle at about 265 degree. 24 After excluding glycine and proline, SPIN2 continues to improve over SPIN in either precision (67% of 18 amino acids) or recovery (72% of 18 amino acids).
The results of the feature-omission analysis produced no other apparent residue-specific patterns except that the accuracy of proline residues is most affected by removing inter-residue features, the accuracy of cystine residues are impacted by intra-residue, rotomer-based, and residue angle features, and finally, the accuracy of tryptophan is greatly boosted by having fragment-based features. As is expected, these are some of the residues that show the greatest improvements over SPIN in Figure 3 .
| CON CL U S I ONS
This article illustrates the power of deep learning, and it's applicability in the field of protein sequence design. SPIN2 has pushed the limit of sequence recovery for profile-based techniques to >34% through the use of deep learning and an extended feature set. SPIN2's improvements over our previous predictor have been illustrated in both our datasets, and for the majority of amino acids. The more accurate structure-derived sequence profiles produced by SPIN2 will be useful for further enhancing fold recognition 15, 25 and improving protein design. 12 As deep learning methods allow for a high level of feature abstraction, adding new features allows the network to explore the deep hidden relationships between our features. The features added to our network from SPIN2 all contribute meaningfully to the accuracies of our predictions, which may not have been the case for a smaller network incapable of modeling deep patterns in the data.
Finally, without the need for energy minimization, SPIN2 is highly efficient in predicting sequence profiles; only a few minutes are required on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 0 at 2.60 GHz (an average over a few small proteins of <100 residues).
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